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About practical placement guide
This Work- Based Training (WBT) Guide has been designed to provide information on
how work-based training (WBT) will be conducted in for the unit of competency which
are part of WBT training requirement. This guide will ensure that information is provided
to and discussed with all WBT Coordinators, host organisation and the Student on
taking up their respective roles
In planning and arranging practical placements, students are required to enter into a
written agreement with Institute as the registered training organisation and the host
employer. This agreement also activates work cover insurance for the student for the
duration of their placement with the host employer.
This guide should be read together with RGIT Australia’s Work based Training Policy
and Procedure
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General information for host organisation on WBT
1. Host Employers
Thank you for considering becoming involved in our practical placement program. Your
participation in the practical placement program will help our students to gain valuable experience
in the practical skills required in their courses. You will be playing an important role in preparing
students for future work.

2. What is a practical placement?
A practical placement is structured workplace learning that prepares students for the workforce. It
is a component of many courses, designed to help students better understand what they have
learned by putting it into practice in the workplace. Students on practical placement are given the
opportunity to perform tasks relating to their course in an appropriate industry setting.

3. Why is it important that there is a signed practical placement
agreement?
Practical placement agreement sets out the roles and responsibilities of institute, student and the
Host employer. For students taking practical placement in Victoria, current VET legislation, the
Education and Training Reform Act 2006 (ETRA), requires a placement to be arranged through a
written agreement between the Institute as the registered training organisation and the host
employer.
The practical placement agreement is essential, and is designed to:
a) Formalize the arrangements and conditions between the host employer and Institute;
b) Define the placement so that all parties involved understand their rights and
responsibilities;
c) Be a safeguard if an issue should arise during the placement;
d) Activate the Department’s Work Cover insurance; and
e) Be available on file in case any legal or insurance proceedings arise in the future.
In the absence of a practical placement agreement, the student will not be entitled to Work Cover
in the event an injury occurs while the student is on practical placement.

4. What are the advantages?
As a host employer, participation in the practical placement will enable you to:
a) Have access, without obligation, to employees who have had some formal training;
b) Have access to part time or casual employees;
c) Gain community goodwill for assisting students to improve their skills and increase
their employment opportunities; and
d) Improve productivity in your industry by making training programs more relevant.

5. How does WBT work?
The Institute has appointed a Workplace Coordinator who works closely with students and host
employers. His role is to assist students in finding work placement opportunities and liaising with
employers to provide work placement for suitable students. He will work with the students and
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employers to find the right fit and match the student with the host employer, in terms of work place
requirements and learning opportunities provided to the student.
The coordinator will contact you to discuss details of the proposed placement, including:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The type of work that the student will be undertaking in your workplace;
Any special requirements that you may have before the student starts at your workplace;
The timing of the placement, including starting and finishing times;
Clarification of legal Work Cover insurance issues; and
Specific safety or clothing items the student must obtain or be supplied with.

You may wish to interview the student before the placement commences to make sure that the
student is appropriate for your workplace. The student will be placed in your organisation for the
duration of the agreed time to learn specific work-related skills. The skills that the student will need to
practice will be negotiated between yourself and the institute and will not be any different from what
is usually done in your workplace. Some of the skills may require assessment and the Work placement
Coordinator will discuss these with you.
You should also nominate an appropriate workplace supervisor for the student.
The Work placement Coordinator will also outline what is required, such as the type of supervision that
would best suit the student, the degree of skill development required and the level of Workplace
Health & Safety (WHS), Hygiene and cookery competencies already acquired by the student.
It is the responsibility of the Work placement coordinator to provide support to all parties,
monitor the progress of the student during the placement and to resolve any disputes or issues
that may occur.

6. What are the responsibilities?
As the host employer, you should treat the student in your workplace as you would a new
employee. You should show them the same consideration as you would a new member of staff.
You may need to point out things that your experienced staff members would already know,
including:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Occupational health and safety practices used in your workplace;
Starting and finishing times and break periods;
Names and roles of key personnel;
Location of facilities;
Procedures to be followed if there is an accident or emergency;
Risks or hazards on the job; and
Dealing with confidential information.

7. What are the costs?
Students are not required to be paid a mandatory amount under section 5.4.20 of ETRA, but
payment can still be made. Discussions about payment should occur between the employer,
student and the institute as part of the development of the required practical placement
agreement.

8. What Work Cover arrangements are required?
The Department has a Work Cover insurance policy with CGU Workers Compensation Victoria.
The insurance is designed to cover the host employers providing work placements in the event
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of a student sustaining an injury while on practical placement. The Department meets premium
costs, including any increase in premiums as a result of claims.
In order to activate the insurance, a written practical placement agreement must be in place. It is
the responsibility of the institute to ensure that the practical placement agreement has been
correctly completed to activate this insurance. In the absence of a practical placement
agreement, the student will not be entitled to Work Cover in the event an injury occurs while the
student is on practical placement.
Work Cover does not cover any employee, including practical placement students, travelling to or
from work.
The Victorian Work Cover Authority has advised how the return to work and occupational
rehabilitation provisions in the Accident Compensation Act 1985 apply to students on practical
placement.

9. Return to placement
If a student injured during a placement is later able to return to the placement, the host employer
should provide placement in the same or an equivalent position for the remaining portion of the
original agreement. The host employer has no employment obligation to a student on practical
placement and is not obliged to provide permanent paid employment.
Before a student returns to complete a placement, the institute satisfies itself that the workplace
is safe, and the student will not be at further risk. If the institute is not satisfied about the safety of
the host employer, then an alternative placement may be organised.

10. Occupational rehabilitation
The Work Cover Authority advises that the purpose of rehabilitation programs should be to return the
injured student to a position of general employability (either in the field of training or in an alternative
area) rather than to the host employer.

11. How to claim under Work Cover
If a student is injured during a placement, the procedure below should be followed for lodging a
Work Cover claim:
a) The student completes and signs a Worker’s Injury Claim form with the assistance of
the host employer and/or the institute (if required);
b) The institute should complete and sign the Employer section of the Worker’s Injury Claim
form and an Employers Injury Claim Report form, in consultation with the host employer
as necessary;
c) The institute should then forward the original copy of both claim forms, any medical
certificates and accounts and a certified copy of the practical placement to:
CGU Workers Compensation Victoria
PO Box 2090S
Melbourne 901
Phone: (03) 8603 1165
Fax: (03) 8804 944
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d) The original of the written, signed practical placement agreement is to be securely filed
by the institute for future reference.
e) Duplicates of both forms together with copies of any Certificates of Capacity and
medical accounts should be retained by the institute.
Any general queries in regard to Work Cover insurance eligibility matters should be directed to CGU
(and not Skills Victoria) as follows:
Claims Manager
CGU Worker Compensation
p. 03 869 1986
Note that if no insurance claim has been lodged in relation to an injured practical placement
student at the time of making such a query, CGU will only be able to provide general information
related to Work Cover insurance.
Despite these procedures, nothing prevents any of the parties in law from lodging claims directly with
CGU.
The institute must forward these forms to CGU within 10 days of receiving the forms from the host
employer. Copies of all forms and records should be permanently filed in case legal or insurance
proceedings arise. The Worker’s Claim for Compensation and the Employer Claim Report forms
are available from any post office. Host employers are also encouraged to keep copies that are
readily available.
Note: The above is necessary to establish any entitlement to compensation that an injured student
may have under the Department’s insurance policy.

12. Supervising and monitoring student progress
Workplace supervisor has important role in successful implementation of work base training as they will
be directly observing student performance and skills while performing duties in workplace.
Workplace supervisor must monitor student progress for each shift and verify the records of
performance in student logbook and provide the feedback to student.

13. Completing the log book
Gaining competence in the unit SITHKOP005 Coordinate cooking operations* demonstrates the
integration of the student’s skills under real workplace operating conditions over a period of time.
The focus is on doing the whole job. This means coordinating the production of food in commercial
kitchens. It requires the ability to plan the production of food, organise required food supplies for food
production period, supervise food production processes and monitor the quality of kitchen outputs.
Please note that the completed WBT logbook is an essential requirement for assessing that students are
competent in all the individual cookery units and the unit: SITHKOP005 Coordinate cooking operations*.
It is therefore critical that the WBT logbook provides authentic evidence that students have undertaken
a full range of preparation, cooking and presentation in the workplace and that where a student does
not meet professional standards this is indicated in the WBT log book.
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The Role of the WBT Supervisor is to:
 Participate in an introductory meeting and orientation with the student and the WBT
coordinator prior to commencement of the student’s first shift.
 Closely observe the student undertaking their shift work. This is to take place in a
commercial kitchen where the student may be doing paid work
 Read the WBT Log Book and be clear as to what is to be observed before the student’s shift
e.g. venue, food service period, dishes prepared, etc

Verify all details of the shift in the WBT Log Book as requested. It is recommended that the
verification be completed immediately after the completion of the shift with the student so
that any feedback – positive or not so positive – can be passed onto the student. Wherever
possible this recording should be viewed as a positive learning experience for the student.
 Sign along with the student each dated entry so as to verify the occasion shift details.
 In the event of any workplace health and safety issue concerning the student please
contact RGIT Institute’s work-based training coordinator.
Once the WBT Log Book is completed the student is to return it to their trainer/assessor at RGIT institute.
The Trainer/assessor will check the evidence provided by the WBT Log Book as part of their assessment
decision in relation to the student.

14. Requirements to complete SITHKOP005 (Coordinate cooking
operations)
WBT supervisor must observe student each service period and must record verify record of performance
in student logbook.
WBT supervisor must use observation checklist attached in assessor’s guide for SITHKOP005 and must
observe student for each visit completing:



supervise food production processes and monitor and report on the quality of kitchen outputs for a
minimum of twelve complete service periods (shifts) including:

 development of:







kitchen workflow schedules
mise en place lists
food preparation lists



calculating and ordering food supplies for at least four of the types of food service styles listed
in the knowledge evidence

coordinate cooking operations within commercial time constraints for food production processes,
which must include at least two of the following categories:






bulk cooking
cook chill for extended life
cook chill for five-day shelf life
cook freeze
fresh cook.
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Detailed Observation checklist for WBT supervisors
During work-based training student displayed integration and application of kitchen skills, including misen place, basic methods of cookery and food presentation techniques and did complete following
tasks for facility menu:

o
o

Established and calculated ingredient quantities as per standard recipe and facility menu and
determined food production requirements for quality as restaurant menu.
Student prepared food preparation checklist or mis-en place checklist for food according to day to
day operations and meal requirements.

o Liaise with WBT supervisor or other chefs including Head chef about menu requirements and job
roles.

o Developed and followed a work schedules to maximise efficiency
o Completed work preparation according to each meal and shift type.

Student determines food production requirements which includes consideration of:


customer requirements



meal quantities required



menu items



organisational standards



portion control



special customer requests



special dietary requirements



standard recipes



timeframe



type of food to be prepared.

Chosen food production processes to ensure nutritional value, quality and structure of foods.
Selected appropriate in-house food production system to meet food production requirements.

Selected and collated standard recipes for use of food production personnel.
Prepares a work flow schedule and mise en place plan for food production according to menu and
food volume requirements.
Develops food preparation lists for use of food production personnel.
Calculates required food supplies for food production period.
Checks stores for availability and quantity of required stocks.
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Orders or purchases additional stock.
Supervised food production processes to ensure food safety.

Oversees and adjusts kitchen work flow to maximise teamwork and efficiency.
Controls production sequence of food items to enable smooth work flow and minimise delays.
Monitors kitchen work processes at all stages of preparation and cooking to ensure quality of food
items.
Checks that items match recipes and menu descriptions.
Ensures that food items are of consistent quality and meet organisational standards.
Conducts final check on food items before they are served, stored or dispatched from kitchen.
Instructs kitchen staff to adjust food items to meet quality requirements and organisational standards.
Supervises safe storage of food.
Did student’s overall performance meet the standard
Did student recorded his performance on Log book and signed
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Work placement guide: student information
1. WBT
Welcome to the WBT program. This information contains important details on your rights and
responsibilities while you are on practical placement. It will help you get the most out of your
placement.

2. What is a WBT?
A WBT is structured workplace learning that helps prepare you for the workforce. It is part of your course
and it is designed to help you better understand what you have learned by putting it into practice in
the workplace for a specific period of time.

3. What are the advantages?
As a student, participation in practical placement will give you the opportunity to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Apply knowledge and skills learned from your course in the workplace;
Gain skills that are recognised by industry;
Get to know employers’ expectations;
Increase your employment options and employability skills; and
Make contact with employers.

4. How is a WBT found?
The Work placement Coordinator at the institute will assist in finding work placements for you and
match you to a suitable host employer. However, some students may find their own placements, in
which case they will need to discuss the suitability of the workplace with the Work placement
Coordinator to ensure that it is fit for purpose and will assist them in attaining the skills that they need
to develop. If you have an employer in mind, talk to your Work placement Coordinator about it. In
selecting your placement, you need to take into account the following:
a)
b)
c)

The skills that you need to acquire for your course;
The skills that the work place can offer;
Any logistical issues, such as travelling to and from the workplace.

5. What responsibilities are involved?
During the placement, you will be expected to behave like a new employee, following the rules of the
workplace and the directions of the workplace supervisor and other employees. You will need to
comply with all safety and WSH policies and procedures, as well as other protocols that are practiced
by the host employer.

6. Attitude
To benefit from the practical placement, the right attitude is very
important. You will need to:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Be willing to learn;
Complete the tasks assigned to you by the workplace supervisor;
Listen to instructions and ask questions;
Be polite, courteous and well-mannered with all staff members;
Dress appropriately; and
Follow all workplace policies and procedures.
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7. Attendance and punctuality
Employers expect you to be punctual. You will be required to:
a)
b)
c)

Start your placement on time each day;
Take only the allocated time for lunch and tea breaks, returning promptly to your work;
and
Contact your workplace supervisor and your practical placement coordinator
immediately if you are unable to attend your placement.

8. Health & Safety
Your personal safety in the workplace is of utmost importance. You must comply with any
occupational health and safety requirements of the host employer, including:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Wearing protective clothing and safety equipment;
Working in a safe manner;
Reporting any hazards or unsafe practices that you observe; and
Reporting any accidents to your workplace supervisor and practical placement
coordinator immediately.

9. Medical condition
Let your Work placement Coordinator and workplace supervisor know if you suffer from any medical
condition or disability that may affect your work performance. For some placements, you may be
required to undertake some medical check or police check prior to beginning your placement. Your
Work placement Coordinator will notify you if this is required.

10. What about assessment?
Assessment is an important part of your practical placement. During your placement your Work
placement Coordinator/Assessor may conduct a workplace visit. Assessment of the skills you have
learned in the workplace counts toward your final results. you will be required to maintain a logbook.
Your placement coordinator will discuss this with you. Your Work placement Coordinator/Assessor will
also give you information on the way your assessments will be conducted and recorded.

11. What about Work Cover insurance?
Signing the practical placement agreement referred to above is of great importance because it
activates Work Cover insurance for you. The Department has a Work Cover insurance policy with
CGU Workers Compensation Victoria that provides insurance coverage for host employers providing
work placements should you sustain an injury while on placement. The Department meets the
premium costs. It is the responsibility of your registered training organisation to ensure that the
practical placement agreement has been correctly completed to activate this insurance.
If there is no practical placement agreement between the institute and your host employer and you
are injured during a placement, you may not be entitled to receive compensation or undertake any
legal proceedings.
Note:
1.
2.

Work Cover does not cover any employee, including practical placement students,
travelling to or from work.
The Victorian Work Cover Authority has advised DET on how the return to work and
occupational rehabilitation provisions in the Accident Compensation Act 1985 apply to
you on practical placement.
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12. Return to placement
If you are injured during a placement and are later able to return to the placement, your host
employer should provide placement in the same or an equivalent position for the remaining
portion of the original agreement. The host employer is not obliged to provide you with permanent
paid employment.
12.2 Before you return to placement, the institute will satisfy itself that the workplace is safe and that
you will not be at further risk. If the institute is not satisfied about the safety of the host employer, then
an alternative placement may be organised.

13. Occupational Rehabilitation
The Work Cover Authority advises that the purpose of rehabilitation programs should be to return the
injured student to a position of general employability (either in the field of training or in an alternative
area) rather than to the host employer.

14. How is a Work Cover claim lodged?
If a student is injured during a placement, the procedure below should be followed for lodging a
Work Cover claim:
a) The student completes and signs a Worker’s Injury Claim form with the assistance of the
host employer and/or the institute (if required);
b) The institute should complete and sign the Employer section of the Worker’s Injury Claim
form and an Employers Injury Claim Report form, in consultation with the host employer
as necessary;
c) The institute should then forward the original copy of both claim forms, any medical
certificates and accounts and a certified copy of the practical placement to:
CGU Workers Compensation Victoria
PO Box 2090S
Melbourne 901
Phone: (03) 8603 1165
Fax: (03) 8804 944
11.2 Any general queries in regard to Work Cover insurance eligibility matters should be directed to
CGU (and not Skills Victoria) as follows:
Claims Manager
CGU Worker Compensation
Phone: 03 869 1986
Despite these procedures, nothing prevents any of the parties in law from lodging claims directly with
CGU.
The institute must forward these forms to CGU within 10 days of receiving the forms from the host
employer. Copies of all forms and records should be permanently filed in case legal or insurance
proceedings arise.
The Worker’s Injury Claim form and the Employer Injury Claim Report forms are available from any
post office. Host employers are also encouraged to keep copies that are readily available.
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Note: The above is necessary to establish any entitlement to compensation that you may have
under the Department’s insurance policy.

15. What if you have issues with your placement?
Issues pertaining to your placement should be resolved as early as possible. Your Work placement
Coordinator and employer have agreed dispute resolution procedures. Do not hesitate to contact
your Work placement Coordinator if you experience any difficulties or issues while on your practical
placement.
Most importantly, you should enjoy your practical placement. It is a great opportunity for you to
experience real working life, while you acquire valuable skills and experience to help you gain
employment in the future.

16. Requirements of units as part of WBT training
During your placement you will be covering unit SITHKOP005 Coordinate
cooking operations which requires following:




supervise food production processes and monitor and report on the quality of
kitchen outputs for a minimum of twelve complete service periods (shifts)
including:
 development of:
 kitchen workflow schedules
 mise en place lists
 food preparation lists
 calculating and ordering food supplies for at least four of the types of food
service styles listed in the knowledge evidence
coordinate cooking operations within commercial time constraints for food
production processes, which must include at least two of the following categories:
 bulk cooking
 cook chill for extended life
 cook chill for five day shelf life
 cook freeze
 fresh cook.

17. What if I wish to use my existing workplace as practical placement?


You can use your existing workplace as practical placement venue for your practical
placement however it must go through practical placement suitability assessment.



Your work base training coordinator will conduct a suitability assessment of proposed site using
a suitability checklist which includes assessment of facilities, equipment and other requirements
outlined by training package e.g. for unit SITHKOP005 coordinate cooking operations WBT one
of the requirement is that

food production processes, which must include at least two of the

following categories:
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bulk cooking



cook chill for extended life



cook chill for five day shelf life



cook freeze



fresh cook



Please refer work base suitability checklist as Appendix 2 for more information.
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WBT Flow Chart
The Host employer has been identified and nature of the organisation
established. The WBT coordinator assesses the workplace using the Work
based training suitability checklist signed by the WBT coordinator and
WBT supervisor. The Work place facility Provider Agreement is then
signed between RGIT and The Host employer. The Practical Placement
Agreement is then signed by RGIT Institute, the Host employer and
the Student. Student training hours and uniform type are determined.

The Host employers WBT supervisor is then issued with
the WBT guide containing the following documents and their
purpose explained:

Sample copy of the WBT Attendance log,

Guide to Completing the WBT Log Book for the units
undertaken by the student and a sample copy of a log
entry sheet,
The host employer is also issued with copies of:

The Workplace Facility Provider Agreement

The Practical placement agreement

The Student then arrives at the training establishment as
per agreed date and time. The student is then given an
orientation at the Work Based Training facility and issued
with a roster.

The student is then issued with WBT Student Guide
and assessments WBT containing the following:

Including a WBT guide for students about
practical placement,

Assessments for the WBT units undertaken by
the student including the WBT log book

The Student is given a signed copy of the Practical
Placement Agreement for their records.
The following are then discussed with the student:

Start date and time

Uniform Requirements

Responsibilities

Competency requirements

fills in and signs the Practical Placement
Agreement and is issued with the

RGIT retains a copy of The Practical Placement
Agreement and a copy of the Work place facility
Provider Agreement
The WBT Supervisor goes through the day’s workplace
activities and documents it on to the Learner Session
Brief section of the WBT Logbook. The WBT Supervisor
then assigns tasks to students and records the attendance
on the WBT Attendance log and the student commences
the Holistic training.

The WBT Supervisor works with students to fill in the WBT
logbook and the WBT Attendance Log. The WBT
Supervisor then signs the respective sheets upon
completion of each service period

RGIT’s WBT coordinator and The Hospitality
Coordinator discuss any problems that may have occurred
during the work-based training.
All assessment results are entered on student
management system and evidence stored in Individual
Student Files

RGIT ’s WBT coordinator makes visits as per
appointment every fortnight.

During the visits RGIT’s WBT
coordinator/Assessor observes student/s
complete their Demonstration in
consultation with The WBT Supervisor and
checks the WBT Attendance Log up to that
date with the WBT supervisor.

Upon completion of the food service periods required for the
holistic units SITHKOP005 undertaken by The Student, all
forms of evidence are collated and assessed for each of the
holistic units. The Student only achieves competency for the
holistic unit/units upon achieving competency in each of its
forms of assessment.
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Work Placement Guide: WBT coordinator Information
1. The role of the Work placement Coordinator
The Work placement Coordinator is the liaison between the institute, students and host employers.
His role is to ensure that suitable work placement opportunities are sourced from a pool of willing
and participating host employers and to engage in developing relationships with organisation who
may be able to provide work placements for the institute’s students in the future.

2. Recruiting/selecting host employers
It is important that the institute finds host employers who can provide suitable training in a safe
environment under adequate supervision. The Work placement Coordinator will carefully
consider the suitability of the host and make initial contact with prospective host employers to
explain the benefits, responsibilities and requirements of participating in the work placement
program.
In assessing the suitability of host employers, the Work placement Coordinator will consider:
a)

Workplace venue meets facilities, equipment and requirements outlined in training package
for SITHKOP005 as per workplace suitability checklist (refer Appendix 2)

b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Workplace Health & Safety (WHS)issues;
Equal opportunity issues;
Other policies related to the workplace;
Training experience of the host employer and workplace supervisor;
Safety of the workplace (for an example of a sample safety checklist, see sample workplace
safety checklist); and
Availability of a suitable induction program for students.

g)

Students’ special needs should be discussed prior to a placement with the host employer to
determine whether they can be met in the particular workplace while also satisfying the host
employer’s needs.
In some instances, students may find placements for themselves. In which case, the Work placement
Coordinator will follow up with host employers to ensure they are suitable and that the employer has
been provided with all the required information about the conditions of the placement. Regardless
of the pressure to find placement for students, suitability is more important than availability and it is
not in the interests of anyone involved to put students at risk.

3. Matching students with host employers
Matching students with the appropriate host employers is important to give maximum value to both.
Matching should take into account:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

How much of the course the student has completed;
The level of skill attained, including WHS and safety training;
Skills needed by the student;
Skills offered by the host employer;
Student’s special needs; and
Preferences expressed by student or employer.
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If students undertaking practical placement with a host employer are also simultaneously employed
by the same employer, it is important that the practical placement days/hours are clearly identified
and recorded on the work placement agreement to avoid confusion in relation to Work Cover.

4. Preparing the host employer for practical placement
Important to a successful placement is the preparation of the host employer by the Work
placement Coordinator. A host employer who has a supervisor ready, a program of activities
organised and who is aware of assessment requirements is likely to provide a better placement. The
coordinator should discuss the following aspects of the practical placement with the host employer:
a) Induction program for student;
b) Proposed training program for student
c) Assessment requirements for the unit of competency being delivered as part of WBT
d) Discussion on how to complete WBT logbooks
e) Obligations under WHS;
f)
Equal opportunity issues;
g) Another relevant workplace legislation;
h) Workplace supervision;
i)
Emergency and accident procedures
j)
Insurance coverage and arrangements;
k) Payment arrangements for student; and
l)
Capacity to accommodate student’s special needs (if required).
The Work Placement Coordinator should also provide guidance to the host employer about the
requirements of a suitable workplace supervisor.
WBT coordinator must explain assessment requirements for the unit of competency which is part of
work base training. As language written unit in competency in training package may be complex for
WBT training supervisor to understand so WBT training coordinator must explain the requirements is
simpler language and what evidence will be collected during practical placement,

5. Preparing the student for practical placement
A placement is more likely to be successful for both student and host employer when the student
is well prepared and motivated. The Work placement Coordinator should discuss the following
aspects of the practical placement with the student:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

The person to whom the student will report to in the workplace;
People to contact in the workplace and at the institute if there is a issue or complaint;
Training to be provided and skills to be learned;
Tasks to be assessed during placement, including how and when;
Workplace behavior and etiquette (grooming, start and finish time, breaks);
Appropriate workplace clothing, including provision of any personal protection items;
WHS issues, including the procedure to undertake in case of an accident; and
Use of the student logbook or workbook.

The Work Placement Coordinator should also provide the student with information on the
practical placement.

6. Signing the practical placement agreement
A practical placement agreement containing details of the placement and the parties involved, their
roles and responsibilities, and must be signed by the institute, the host employer and the student prior
to the commencement of the work placement. The signed agreement is a legal document and
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activates Work Cover insurance should something unexpected occur or if legal claims are made due
to an incident during the placement.
If a practical placement agreement has not been signed, the Department’s Work Cover insurance
policy may not be activated and, in the event of an injury occurring while on placement, the student
may not be entitled to compensation under the Department’s protection.
The practical placement agreement may be amended or cancelled at any time in
accordance with the provisions set out in the ETRA.
The institute has developed a model agreement form.
Note: The practical placement agreement is the most important document in the administration of
practical placements and must be signed by the institute, the host employer and the student.

7. Conducting student assessment
Assessing skills taught in the course is the responsibility of the institute. This includes the assessment of
skills acquired during practical placement with a host employer. The skills to be learned, enhanced
or demonstrated and the training required to achieve them should be clearly explained to the
student and the person supervising the training in the workplace before the placement begins.
Assessment methods and criteria are set out in the individual unit’s assessment guide as well as in
course learning and assessment strategy. It is desirable that the Work placement Coordinator visit the
workplace before finalizing any assessment.

8. Monitoring the placement
Workplace visits are a method of maintaining contact with the student and maintaining a good
relationship with the host employer during a placement. It is also useful when a formal assessment
needs to be conducted. Telephone and/or e-mail contact is another method of maintaining
contact with the student or host employer.

9. Debriefing after placement
The Work placement Coordinator should arrange for the student to be debriefed after completing a
practical placement. Post-placement debriefing provides the institute with feedback on the usefulness
of the workplace and provides an opportunity to discuss the student’s progress. Debriefing may form
part of the student’s assessment where, for example, a workplace report is presented, or a workplace
evaluation is completed.
A debriefing session can help the student gain more from the practical placement and help
integrate the placement with other training. Talking about experiences and analysing difficulties
and successes can increase the student’s confidence and ability to benefit from future
placements.
Feedback to the host employer after the placement is also highly recommended. It gives the Work
placement Coordinator a chance to resolve any issues which may have arisen during the work
placement, and to reinforce the relationship between the institute and the host employer. Students’
feedback can also help the coordinator to assess the suitability of the host employer for placing
students in the future.
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Note: A letter of appreciation from the institute to the host employer is one way of ensuring continuing
goodwill.

10. Handling complaints
Complaint resolution is the responsibility of the institute. In the first instance, it may be appropriate for
complaints involving students, host employers or assessors to be referred to the Work placement
Coordinator for resolution. The following are some of the complaints which may be made.
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Breach of WHS policies and procedures;
Breach of equal employment opportunity laws or regulations;
Issues with a student’s behavior or attitude;
Inadequate supervision or training opportunities;
Unreasonable work requests;
Issues regarding assessment; and
Harassment or bullying.

Wherever possible the Work placement Coordinator should try to resolve a dispute between a student
and a host employer. Where negotiation cannot solve a problem, the institute is required to offer all
parties access to its complaints resolution process. However, if the complaint is unresolvable, the
practical placement may be terminated in writing.
The Work placement Coordinator should have sound knowledge of their organisation’s complaints
resolution process. Good preparation is often all that is needed to avoid conflict during the placement.
The Work placement Coordinator can minimise the chances of complaints arising by:
informing students about their rights and obligations and the standards of behavior
expected by host employers;
b) informing host employers about their responsibilities to the student;
c) ensuring that both students and employers understand the requirements of a safe
work environment that is free from danger and harassment; and
d) Ensuring that both students and employers actively engage in ensuring the safety of the
workplace is maintained.
a)

11. Placing students with special needs
Some students seeking practical placements will have special needs. The institute should take great
care when matching a student with special needs to a host employer. It is important to discuss the
student’s needs with the host employer to ensure that they can be met.
In particular, attention should be paid to the health and safety aspects of the placement for
students with special needs.
The institute should take into account the issue of confidentiality in disclosing any information about a
student.
Note: When arranging placements for students with special needs, the Work placement Coordinator
should seek the student’s permission to disclose any issues which may have a direct relevance to
placing the student. It may be necessary to consult with legal advisers regarding the application of
the Privacy Act (1988) if permission from the student is not forthcoming and the Work placement
Coordinator considers that assessors, supervisors and others involved in the training process need to
be made aware of the student’s special needs in order to provide a safe training environment to the
student.
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12. Ensuring safety during the placement
The Work placement Coordinator in arranging practical placements should take reasonable care to
minimise foreseeable risks of harm to the student. In placing students with host employers, the Work
placement Coordinator should take into account:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

The age, health, maturity, experience, physical and intellectual ability of the student;
The suitability of the host employer for meeting a particular student’s needs;
The level of required supervision and availability;
WHS issues; and
Equal opportunity practices.

Although students may initiate practical placements themselves, the institute must take reasonable
steps to check that the host employer has appropriate safety, supervision and equal opportunity
practices, and that arrangements made by the students are suitable. A practical placement
agreement must be signed by the institute, the host employer and by the student.
Students on practical placement should give the institute and the host employer an emergency
contact number in case of injury or illness in the workplace. The institute nominates a staff member
within the institute (usually the Work placement Coordinator) as a contact point for the student and
the host employer during the placement.
The institute may choose to conduct a workplace safety inspection prior to placing students with the
host employer.
Note: For further information on workplace safety, see the Work Cover website
at: www.Work Cover.vic.gov.au.

13. Maintaining good records and consent to record session
The institute keeps all records in relation to practical placements, particularly the practical
placement agreements, accident reports and the results of assessments conducted during practical
placements. These records should be stored securely and retained in accordance with the law.
As Part of ASQA conditions, institute will also record the session by taking video and pictures while
Workplace facility in use by institute’s students. Employer consent will be obtained to record the WBT
sessions.
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WBT AGREEMENT
Host Organisation
Organisation Name:
Organisation Address:
Contact Person:
Work Phone No:
Mobile Phone No:
Email Address:

Course(s)
SIT30816 Certificate III in Commercial Cookery

Number of Students
Number of students the Host Employer can support at any one time:
Minimum Number of Students:

Work Placement Coordinator (RGIT Australia)
Name:
Address:

28-32 Elizabeth St, Melbourne VIC 3000

Email:

info@rgit.edu.au
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WBT Timings
Times at which the host is able to provide students with access to the worksite
Work placement in a commercial kitchen including work shifts during the following food service periods:
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Supper
Special functions/events
AM

PM

Day

Comments
Start

Finish

Start

Finish

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday

Information regarding the Work Placement Agreement
Introduction
This Agreement is required for any Work Placement undertaken by the student as part of a course
with the institute. The parties below;


Host Organisation



RGIT Australian Institute of Technology



Student

must sign this document to initiate the approved work placement agreement. This agreement is
required when the work placement is;


directly related to the course of study being undertaken by the student.



organised and managed by the institute.



performed under the supervision of the host organization.
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Purpose
The Host Organisation agrees to provide supervised workplace experience in a commercial kitchen
facility for students enrolled with the Institute. The work placement is part of a structured program of
study with some learning and assessment undertaken by the student in the work place under the
direction and supervision of the institute. The work placement is subject to a formal agreement
between the host organisation, the institute and the student.
The work placement agreement sets out the roles and responsibilities of the institute staff, host
organisations and students for programs delivered by the institute. The agreement must be
completed and signed by all parties prior to the commencement of any work placement
arrangement.
Definition of terms within this Agreement
Practical Placement

Any structured workplace learning that is part of a written
agreement between a training organization and an employing
or host organisation. It includes work observation, work
experience, practical training and other forms of workplace
learning.

Host Organisation

Organisation providing the work placement opportunity

Participant

Equals student

Workplace Supervisor

Employee or owner of host organisation identified as the
contact person for the student and for the institute staff.

Work Placement Agreement

Written agreement signed by the student, host organisation
and the institute to specify hours of work/practical placement
and activate insurance cover.

Workplace Tasks

Tasks which the student is to complete and which the Host
Organisation agrees to facilitate as outlined in Appendix 3 Tasks.

Student Responsibilities
1.1

Students are required to complete a minimum of 12work shifts of 4 hours each in a commercial
kitchen to meet the qualification requirements of SIT30816 Certificate III in Commercial
Cookery.

1.2

Complete at least 2 food production processes during these service period

1.3

International Students:
a) International students studying in Australia under a student visa are granted
permission to work when they have arrived in Australia and have commenced their
course of study
b) During the scheduled terms of study international students participating in work
placement will continue to undertake a minimum of 20 hours of training per week
at the institute.
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c) The permission to work allows international students to work for a maximum of 40
hours per fortnight during the term and students may work unlimited hours during
term breaks.
1.4 Domestic students do not have any work restrictions.
Before the Placement
1. Please read the agreement carefully and understand its contents.
2. Participate in the work placement selection process used by the institute and the host
organisation.
3. Provide accurate and timely information when requested to satisfy any host organisation
or legislative requirements prior to commencing a work placement.
4. Advise the institute of any medical condition or other factors that may adversely affect
personal health and safety or the health and safety of others while on placement.
5. Ensure all learning requirements to be met while on placement are understood.
6. Understand the conditions of employment while on placement (Inc. payment, hours, and
uniforms etc.)
7. If student is under 18 years of age obtain a parent’s or guardian’s approval to
enter in to the agreement.
During the Placement
1. Participate in an induction on the first day of the placement or as required.
2. Follow the host organisation rules and all reasonable instructions of the organisation and their
staff.
3. Be punctual, courteous and act in an appropriate manner at the workplace. For example,
telephone the host organisation if you are going to be late or unable to work and provide
as much advance notice as possible to avoid work disruption.
4. Comply with all legislative requirements of the host organisation. Such requirements may
include occupational health and safety, maintaining commercial confidentiality or privacy
of personal information.
5. Comply with all occupational health and safety policies and legislation, including wearing
personal protective clothing and using safety equipment as directed by the host
organisation or their staff.
6. Take reasonable care to protect your own health and safety and the health and safety of
others in the workplace. This includes not consuming alcohol or drugs, which may constitute
a risk to personal safety and/or the safety of others.
7. Report all incidents and accidents to the host organisation and to the Institute as soon as
possible after the event. An incident form must be completed to document this, as well as
any other reporting requirements of the host organisation.
8. Obtain medical treatment deemed necessary by a medical practitioner if you are injured
while on work placement.
9. Ensure that you have participated in Placement Observation activities and have
been observed by your assessor in the workplace.
10. Complete any assessment requirements set by the institute trainers/assessors, including
gathering evidence of competence participating in the tasks as outlined in the Practical
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Application Report and Employability Skills Report documents which form part of your
assessment documentation.
After the Placement
1. Complete an evaluation of the placement if requested to do so by the institute or host
organisation.
2. Write a letter of thanks to the host organisation for hosting your placement.

The Institute’s Responsibilities
The Institute agrees:


to ensure the tasks and activities which are to be undertaken by the student in the
workplace are relevant, appropriate and consistent with the requirements of the
course



to monitor and assess the student’s progress regularly



to provide constructive and supportive feedback to the student and work place supervisor



to liaise with the workplace supervisor if any issues should arise with regards to the student



to act promptly to address any concerns about the safety and well-being of the student and
the suitability of the workplace

Before the Placement
1. Provide equal opportunity to all students in accessing placements and provide for reasonable
adjustment where necessary. Ensure that parent or guardian approval is obtained prior to
entering into a work placement agreement if the student is under 18 years of age.
2. Make contact with host organisations and negotiate the work placement program, including
the studentselection process and the training that students will undertake during the work
placement.
3. Complete Appendix 1 and Appendix 2 prior to the host agreement being signed to ensure that
the Host Organisation complies with the OHS/WHS requirements and has the appropriate
facilities and equipment required according to the SIT - Tourism, Travel and Hospitality Training
Package.
4. Identify and address any rectifications as required.
5. Discuss student safety with the host organisation and ensure that a student is not placed in a
work situation where there are:
a. Generally unacceptable workplace risks or adverse working conditions.
b. Identified OHS/WHS risks or issues
c.

Specific unacceptable risks or hazards due to the student’s age, maturity, ability,
disability or medical condition.

6. Advise the host organisation in writing of any relevant medical condition or other factors that
may affect the student’s health and safety or the health and safety of others while on
placement.
7. Ensure that the host organisation and the student (and if applicable, parent/guardian) have a
copy of the work placement agreement and understand the work placement support materials
provided.
8. Ensure that the work placement agreement is completed, signed and held at the Institute prior
to the student starting their placement.
9. Ensure that the student has fulfilled any industry specific requirements, e.g., police checks.
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10. Ensure that the host organisation certifies in the work placement agreement that they have
public liability insurance cover and list the insurance company responsible in the agreement.
11. Assist the student to prepare for the placement, ensuring they understand the requirements
of the work placement.
11. Provide the host organisation and student with the contact details of a suitable contact
person at the institute.
12. Provide all required documentation to the student and the host organisation, such as,
Agreements, Work Placement logs, Practical Application Report, Employability Skills Report
and any other documentation that may be required to support the work placement.
During the Placement
1. Ensure that the student undergoes an appropriate induction at the workplace
2. Make regular contact with the host organisation and student during the placement to monitor
progress and provide support as required. This may include developing the host organisation’s
capacity to train or coach the student.
3. The Work placement coordinator will contact the student to monitor their progress by email
or telephone on a regular basis and will conduct a workplace observation visits. During the
visit Placement Observation will be conducted and a report will be completed. Consultation
with and support or advice may be provided to the Workplace Supervisor during this visit if
required.
4. When the institute’s contact person is made aware of an accident or incident they are
required to ensure that the student and host organisation complete an incident form for
the accident or incident that has occurred at the workplace during the work placement.
5. Terminate the program immediately and withdraw the student from the work place if there
is a concern that the student’s physical or emotional health and safety is at risk.
6. Provide the Workplace Supervisor with a Feedback Form to enable them to provide
feedback on the student’s performance during the work placement.
7. Arrange the work placement for its students to another workplace or its training kitchen
where a GAP training is required because of missing service period, equipment or food
type.
After the Placement
1. The Work Placement Coordinator will;




Determine student competency and complete work place assessment documentation.
Submit the Practical Placement Observations to the institute as part of the usual
Evidence Submission process
Keep an accurate record of the work placements and ensure that it is stored in the
student file as evidence.
Provide the host organisation with an evaluation form to gain feedback on the work
placement program and either write to or call the host organisation to thank them
for hosting the student.
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Host Organisation Responsibilities
As an approved Host Organisation for the institute, the Host Organisation agrees to the following:


To provide facilities and equipment to hospitality students to work at a level
commensurate with the requirements of the Certificate III in Commercial Cookery or
Certificate IV in Commercial Cookery see Appendix 1, 2 and 3.



To enter into a practical placement agreement with the institute and the student.



To permit the institute’s trainer/assessor to visit the work place while the student is on
placement.



To negotiate work shifts directly with the student.




To negotiate appropriate pay directly with the student, if the host organisation wants to
employ the student outside WBT hours.
To provide a safe workplace for the student.



To provide a variety of meal type experiences to the student.



To appoint a qualified supervisor who has attained at a minimum the Certificate III in
Commercial Cookery for each student throughout the placement.



To provide the student with meaningful and diverse work.



To permit students to photograph dishes they have prepared as part of their portfolio of
evidence.



To verify student’s work by signing Food Service Period entries in the students log book.



To develop an appreciation of continuous improvement in the student.



To contact the institute in the case of emergency or if the student does not attend the
facility with or without notice.

Before the Placement
1. Engage with the Work Placement Coordinator to participate in the student selection process.
2. Plan the details of the student work placement, including the days and hours of
work, the learning needs of the student with the Work Placement Coordinator.
3. Notify the Work Placement Coordinator of any significant risks, restrictions or legislative
requirements imposed on the work place so that the institute is able to determine the
appropriateness of the workplace for work placement purposes.
4. Complete and return to the institute a signed Work Placement Host Agreement for each
student that will be undertaking work placement at the host organisation.
5. Certify on the agreement that the Host Organisation holds appropriate and current
public liability insurance cover and list the insurance company with which the cover
is held.
During the Placement
1. Ensure that the student receives an appropriate induction into the workplace, including tour of
premises, introduction to work colleagues, identification and explanation of all WHS
requirements, confirmation of duties and hours of work and reporting procedures
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2. Provide supervised training and relevant learning experiences as discussed with the institute
Work Placement Coordinator and as contained in the student’s learning plan, refer to
Appendix 3 -Tasks
3. Provide a safe working environment where the student is:

a. Adequately supervised by the host organisation and its staff
b. Fully informed of any risks associated with the work environment
c.

Provided with personal protective clothing and safety equipment as needed

d. Safeguarded from injury or risks to health and safety according to the relevant
Occupational Health and Safety legislation.
4. Participate in the training and assessment process of the student on work placement as required
by the Work Placement Coordinator. This may involve providing support and guidance in the
development of specific skills and knowledge and providing assistance in the assessment
process.
5. Ensure that student is able to contact their parent/guardian or Work Placement Coordinator
during the work placement if necessary.
6. Provide the student with ongoing feedback on their performance and support
them to achieve competence in the units of competency currently underway.
7. Ensure that students participating in work placements are not subjected to any
form of sexual harassment, victimization or discrimination, in accordance with
Equal Opportunity and Anti-Discrimination Acts and other similar legislation, and at
common law.
8. Report all incidents/accidents immediately to the Work Placement Coordinator.
Complete an incident report for each incident/accident on the form provided by the
institute.
9. Verify the hours competed by the student as part of the Work Placement and record it in
the student’s Work Placement Logbook.
10. Students undertaking work placement are not required to be paid while on work placement,
however, the Host Organisation may choose to pay the student the minimum rate of pay.
This will not affect the student’s Work cover insurance eligibility.
11. Understand that if the student is paid a wage while on placement the student may be
deemed to be an employee of the host organisation and may be covered by the host
organisation’s workers compensation scheme.
After the Placement
1. Provide the institute a completed, signed and dated Workplace Supervisor’s Practical
Application Report.
2. Complete an evaluation of the work placement program undertaken by the student
including feedback on the student’s performance and learning and link it to industry
accepted standards of performance. (Employability Skills Report)
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General Information
Termination
1. This agreement may be terminated when;
 Any party to this agreement (student, host organisation or the institute staff) feels it is
being placed in a position of unreasonable risk or danger.
 The host organisation or the student believes that the placement has become
untenable. Please contact the Work Placement Coordinator and seek further
advice.
2. Termination must be communicated verbally to each party immediately upon its
occurrence, followed by notice in writing to each party giving reasons for the termination.
3. Where appropriate options such as replacing students or workplaces may be possible
and shall be
determined by the institute on a case by case basis.
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Duration of Work Placement
1. The agreement is valid for a maximum of two years from the date of agreement.
2. Either party may cancel the agreement at any time with four weeks written notice.
Performance
1. The facility not sub-contract or otherwise arrange for another person to perform any part of this
agreement or to discharge any of its obligations under any part of this agreement except
with the written permission of the institute.
Work Cover
A Work Cover insurance policy is in place to provide cover for students of technical and
further education courses that may be injured while undertaking a practical placement with
an employer.
If a student is injured during a placement, the procedure below should be followed for lodging
a Work Cover claim:
a)
The student completes and signs a Worker’s Injury Claim form with the assistance
of the host employer and/or the institute (if required);
b)
The institute should complete and sign the Employer section of the Worker’s Injury
Claim form and an Employers Injury Claim Report form, in consultation with the host
employer as necessary;
c)
The institute should clearly mark on both form “practical placement claim”.
d)
The institute should then forward the original copy of both claim forms, any
medical certificates and accounts and a certified copy of the practical
placement to:
CGU Workers Compensation Victoria
PO Box 2090S
Melbourne 901
Phone: (03) 8603 1165
Fax: (03) 8804 944
e)
f)

The institute original of the written, signed practical placement agreement is to be
securely filed by the institute for future reference.
Duplicates of both forms together with copies of any Certificates of Capacity and
medical accounts should be retained by the institute.
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Appendix 1 - Work Placement Checklist
The intention of this Work Placement checklist is to confirm that a student’s work placement experience
and Assessor visits/observations are conducted in a workplace that has both appropriate and safe
facilities.
An appropriate range of equipment and experiences are available to enable a student to gain a suitable
level of practical work placement experience as set out in their course. Subsequently, this ensures an
Assessor can carry out the necessary observations. A representative from the institute will complete a
work placement checklist prior to placement commencement date.

Description

Yes

No

Comment

The host organisation has a current ABN
The host organisation has appropriate and current public liability
insurance cover
The host organisation’s workplace provides at least two food production
processes defined suitability checklist
The host organisation has a supervisor who is qualified at least to
Certificate III in Commercial cookery
The host organisation has an adequately equipped commercial facility
for conducting the practical placement. i.e. equipment consistent with
requirements of the Certificate III in Commercial Cookery /Certificate IV in
Commercial Cookery (refer to list on next page)
The host organisation is able to provide students with meaningful and
diverse work
The host organisation will permit students to take photographs and
videos of dishes they have prepared and allow to record session while
in use to verify the same if necessary
The host organisation encourages continuous improvement
The host organisation has been provided with information about the
practical placement, the supervisors guide and other relevant information
by the institute.
The host organisation is prepared to enter into practical placement
agreement with the institute and the student
The host organisation agrees to provide the student with appropriate
supervision throughout the work placement
The host organisation is prepared for planned visits by the institute
while the student is on work placement
The host organisation is provided with the institute’s emergency contact
details
The host organisation is aware of their responsibilities and obligations to
ensure the safety of the student while on work placement
The host organisation is aware of the procedures to undertake in the event
of an injury occurring to the student during the work placement
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The host organisation is aware of the procedures to undertake in the
event of a Work Cover claim being lodged by the student

The host organisation is aware of the Work Cover insurance
arrangements
Checked by (Date)

Date

Signature
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Appendix 2A – Facilities Checklist
The intention of this facilities checklist is to confirm that a student’s work placement
experience and trainer visits/observations are conducted in a workplace that has both
appropriate and safe facilities.
An appropriate range of equipment and experiences available enable a student to gain a suitable
level of practical work placement experience as set out in their course. Subsequently, this ensures
an Assessor can carry out the necessary observations.
In addition, safe facilities ensure the wellbeing of the student and trainer are upheld.

Work Placement Name:
Work Placement Address:

Please highlight any of the following which are not available at this venue.
Facilities Checklist
ITEM (These are basic provisions required in a Commercial Cookery Environment and by the Qualification. Students must
have access to the following)

Unit(s) of Competency:
SITHKOP005 Coordinate cooking operations

Number of food service periods required: 12 service periods
Total number of workstations available at this location:
Operational commercial Kitchen-Environment
Industry realistic ratio of customers to staff -The Commercial Kitchen needs to be functional and
there needs to be a proportionate number of staff to customers in consideration of industry
standards
Tick/Numb
er where
applicable

Item
Operational
Commercial
Kitchen (Large
equipment)



fixtures and large equipment:



commercial grade work benches (1.5 m/person)



commercial refrigeration facilities:
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cool room



freezer



fridge



designated storage areas for dry goods and perishables



recording systems



storage facilities:



containers for hot and cold food



shelving



trays

Tick/Num
ber where
applicabl
e

Item
Operational
Commercial
Kitchen (Small
equipment)



small equipment:



thermometers



tongs and serving utensils



diverse and comprehensive range of perishable food supplies
for commercial cookery or catering operations



organisational specifications:



commercial cleaning schedules



current commercial stock control procedures and
documentation for ordering, monitoring and maintaining stock



mise en place lists, menus and standard recipes and recipes for
special dietary requirements
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ordering and docketing paperwork



food safety plan



safety data sheets (SDS) for cleaning agents and chemicals



work flow schedules

Facility can provide at least two(2) of following food processes:


bulk cooking



cook chill for extended life



cook chill for five-day shelf life



cook freeze



fresh cook.

Facility can provide at least four of service styles


à la carte



buffet



set menu



table d’hôte



bulk cooking operations



functions and events



festivals

Capacity assessment
Total number of students, facility can take maintaining industry-realistic ratios of
kitchen staff to customers

Enter
Number

The workplace facility has the following number of staff members working in the
kitchen during peak periods (number of staff)
The workplace facility has the following number of staff members working in the
kitchen during off peak periods (number of staff)
The workplace facility is suitable for the following number of students working in the
kitchen. (number of students the facility can have working at any one time)
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Appendix 2B –DECLARATION
Work Placement Coordinator Declaration
Workplace Health and Safety– I have consulted with the work placement supervisor to ensure
they understand their responsibilities to provide an appropriately equipped and safe
environment for the purposes of training and assessing for both student and the institute’s
trainers/assessors.
To the best of my knowledge, I believe the premises to be fit for this purpose.
I declare that as a Work Placement Coordinator of this qualification that the premises named is:
 Suitable for Work Placement

 Rectification Required

NOTE: If rectification is required please tick ‘rectification required’ and ask supervisor to confirm and sign

Work Placement Coordinator’s
Name:
Work Placement Coordinator’s
Signature:
Date:

Work Placement Supervisor’s Declaration
Workplace Health and Safety – I have consulted with the institute’s Work Placement
Coordinator and understand my role and responsibilities to provide an appropriately
equipped and safe environment for the purposes of training and assessing the student and
the institute’s trainers/assessors.
To the best of my knowledge, I believe the premises to be fit for this purpose.
Supervisor’s Name:
Supervisor’s Signature:
Date:
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Appendix 2C – Facilities Checklist (Rectification Required, if any):
Please specify the rectifications to be made:
The following rectification needs to be made to ensure the equipment and facilities provided meet
the requirements of the training package equipment and facilities checklist.

I agree to the above-mentioned rectification(s) in order for work placement experience to
be provided at these premises for students.
Supervisor’s Name:
Supervisor’s Signature:
Date:
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Appendix 3A – Workplace Facilitation
Under this agreement the host organisation agrees to facilitate opportunities for students to
undertake the following tasks;
Let student supervise food production processes and monitor and report on the quality of kitchen
outputs for a minimum of twelve complete service periods (shifts) including:
Let student develop;





kitchen workflow schedules
mise en place lists
food preparation lists



calculating and ordering food supplies for at least four of the types of food service
styles listed in the knowledge evidence à la carte
buffet
set menu
table d’hôte
bulk cooking operations
functions and events
festival








Train the student to prepare a job checklist for food that is clear, complete and appropriate to
the situation.
Store food items appropriately to minimise food spoilage, contamination and wastage.
Let student plan food production requirements.
Let student organise availability of supplies for food production period.
Ensure that the student is able to supervise the production of menu items according to menu
type and service style, using appropriate cookery methods
The student to be shown how to adjust menu items and ingredients to meet special requests
or dietary requirements of customers
Complete end of shift procedures according to organisational practices
Students to participate in post-shift debrief or handover.
Students to be trained in organising food preparation for the next food period
Ensure that by the end of the training period the student is able to complete food
organisation and preparation according to different food production and service
requirements.
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Assist the student to liaise with other team members about menu requirements and job roles.
Knowledge imparted to students on how to meet customer expectations of quality, appeal of
presentation and timeliness of delivery.

Students to be shown the importance of team work and how to delegate tasks appropriately.
Assist students to deal with the pressure of work and kitchen conditions
Assist students to manage their time, speed and productivity
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Appendix 3B – Work Ethics
Under this agreement the host organisation agrees to facilitate opportunities for students to
undertake the following tasks;


Encourage students to multitask while performing their role



Ensure students have access to technology/ equipment’s in the kitchen

To provide an environment which supports the student to demonstrate professionalism/ working
ethics as a Commercial Cook or Hospitality worker and to enable the student to:
Dress appropriately. Provide a uniform or advise the student what your organisation
considers appropriate work-wear.
Communicate effectively. To provide the student with an inclusive and supportive
working environment.
Use appropriate language. Support the use of appropriate language share some strategies
to cope with stress on the job.
Cope with personal criticism. Avoid criticizing the student in public or in front of other workers.

Be happy in work. Provide a supportive and inclusive work environment; treat the student with
respect and patience.
Work efficiently. Ensure the student knows what the task is and when it is due to be completed
by.
Provide clear instruction while delegating tasks.
Observe OHS/WHS issues to ensure their own safety and the safety and health of others
around them. Provide a copy of your OHS/WHS policy and relevant procedures at induction.
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This agreement is between ____________________________________________________ (Host Employer)
and _________________________________________(Student) and RGIT Australia.

Arrangements Agreed
Duration / Date
of Placement

Start Date: _______________ Finish Date:_________________

Hours of Work
Location of Placement
Description of Placement
Special Conditions
(eg. safety)

Host Site Declaration
Organisation’s Name:

Address:
Email:
Contact Person at
Workplace:
Contact Phone
Number at Workplace:

I have read and understand the host organisation’s responsibilities under this agreement
Host Signature:
Title:
Name:
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Student Declaration
Student Name:
Student ID
Address:
Email:
Contact Phone Number

Student Signature

Date

Declaration: (RGIT Australia)
Contact Name:

Address:
Email:

Work placement Coordinator
28-32 Elizabeth St, Melbourne VIC 3000
info@rgit.edu.au

Contact Phone Number

Date

Signature
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